Death may be inevitable, but not your inheritance

Most Americans are badly misinformed about the basics of probate, report finds. In Money

What's shaking in Texas? Alarmingly, it's the ground

Scurry County declares state of emergency after scores of earthquakes in single week. In News

Paging Doctor Doom: Robert Downey Jr.

The iconic Iron Man actor's surprising return to Marvel as one of its greatest villains might need some explaining. In Life

OLYMPICS 2024

More Americans prioritizing travel

Travelers gather with their luggage in the international terminal at Los Angeles International Airport ahead of the July 4 holiday travel period. Air travel on the Sunday of the July 4 weekend set a record, with more than 3 million people passing through TSA checkpoints. In Travel

More Olympics coverage in Sports

Simone Biles leads US women to gold

The gymnast and her team as the United States returned to the top of the Olympic medal table. In Sports

 Recent deluge of epic political news has history teachers itching for start of class

Late-night host Stephen Colbert joked last week, that future generations of American students will spend whole semesters studying the first half of July 2024. In Education

Inflation rates flip

Home prices are one reason inflation has surged in the Northeast while slowing in the South and West as regions reverse positions. In Business
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Blood test may lead to earlier diagnosis

Speed, better accuracy could be game changer

Ken Alltucker

USA TODAY

It can take months or years for doctors to determine whether people with early signs of memory loss have Alzheimer’s disease.

But experts say a new generation of blood tests may replace the expensive brain scans and spinal taps now used to diagnose the mind-robbing disease. Early diagnosis could allow patients earlier access to drugs approved by the Food and Drug Administration to treat Alzheimer’s. The new blood tests may also help drug researchers more efficiently conduct clinical trials to evaluate experimental drugs aimed at staving off the incurable disease that affects 6.5 million Americans.

This week, researchers at the Alzheimer’s Association International Conference reported results from several studies evaluating these new blood tests.

Although blood tests are not yet widely deployed at memory clinics, new research suggests some of them have proven accurate and they could soon be introduced more broadly into medical settings.

“We know that blood tests have the potential to increase (the) accuracy of early diagnosis and maximize the opportunity for patients to access potential Alzheimer’s treatments,” said Rebecca Edelmayer, senior director of scientific engagement for the Alzheimer’s Association. “The field is really moving forward with the use of these types of tests.”
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